
 

 

MASTER SCHEDULE: A Pilgrim’s Retreat 

22 October 2022 

at West Hills Covenant Church 
 

IN PERSON - SATURDAY, 8:30 AM TO 3:30 PM 

 

Location: West Hills Covenant Church 

 Co-Pastors: Mark & Stephanie Ahn Mathis 

5815 SW Gillcrest Court, Portland OR 97221 

 

The Faber Institute 

Directors: Rick Ganz and Tara Ludwig 

Host: Mary Edmonds 

 

Retreat Structured around the Spiritual Exercises of St. Ignatius 

 

COVID/FLU/COLD CONCERNS 

West Hill Covenant Church is a spacious, well cared for, place filled with 

light, which is surrounded by open areas outside for walking beneath the sky. Lots of 

room for any of us to seek and to find good spacing in the midst of your fellow 

Retreatants. 

 

 

WHAT TO BRING WITH YOU 

It is always useful to bring your Bible (with Old and New Testaments), to bring a 

Journal to record your thoughts, to bring your lunch if you wish to do so. Check the 

weather forecast so that you know what will allow you comfortably to be alone and 

walking outside. 

 

 

SCHEDULE 

 

7:30 AM – Mary Edmonds gets to the church with coffee and eats, and opens the 

church for our use; Rick and Tara will get there by 7:45 AM; Retreatants may come 

early to the property to walk and pray 

 



 

8:30 AM – Retreatants arrive to meet each other, quietly to visit over coffee, tea, eats, 

and to get acquainted with the church building and the property 

 

9 to 9:45 AM – Talk #1 – Tara - WEEK ONE of the Spiritual Exercises 

 

9:45 to 10:15 AM – Quiet Time: to pray about what you noticed in the Talk #1 

 

10:15 to 10:30 AM – Session #1: “What happened?” 

 

10:30 to 11:15 AM – Talk #2 – Father Ganz – WEEK TWO of the Spiritual Exercises 

 

11:15 to 11:45 AM – Quiet Time 

 

11:45 AM to Noon – Session #2: “What happened?” 

 

Noon to 1 PM – Lunch Hour: Retreatants enjoy the lunch they brought with them, or 

Retreatants may wish to go to eateries nearby to buy lunch (if going to do that does not 

disrupt the stillness of their Retreat Day). Mary will give instructions about eateries 

nearby the church. 

 

1 PM to 1:45 PM – Talk #3 – Tara – WEEK THREE of the Spiritual Exercises 

 

1:45 PM to 2:15 PM – Quiet Time 

 

2:15 PM to 3 PM – Talk #4 – Father Ganz – WEEK FOUR of the Spiritual Exercises 

 

3 PM to 3:15 PM – Quiet time 

 

3:15 PM to 3:30 PM (or so) – Re-Collecting the graces of the day 

 

NOTE: Just because the clock indicates that our day together has finished does not 

mean that the Retreat has finished with you! It is important for each of us not to get 

bewitched in this way by the clock, causing us to assume that what God is doing with 

us in the Retreat has finished happening. Sometimes a Retreat will continue to happen 

in a Retreatant (and in the Directors too!) for some weeks after the Retreat has 

“concluded.” 


